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Abstract
We investigate some differences between the general intramolecular model for gene assembly and its restricted simple model.
Although both models satisfactorily sort all current experimental data, we show that the general model offers assembly strategies
for a given string that vary in both assembly length and the operations used, while the simple model will always use the same
number of each type of operation to sort a gene. When simple operations are applied in parallel this is given a new twist. We prove
that for any n ≥ 1, there exists a string having maximally parallel assemblies of any length between n and 2n.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The extensive research involving gene assembly in ciliates has revolved around two models: the intermolecular
model [12,13], and the intramolecular model [7,15] that we shall consider in this paper. It bears a strong similarity to
the research done in [8,1], see also [2].
Ciliates, unicellular eukaryotes, have two different types of nuclei. The genes of the macronuclei exist as short
molecules, and are used in the daily functions of the ciliate. During mating all copies of the macronucleus are
destroyed and a micronucleus is transformed to take its place. However, the micronuclear genes are organised on
long chromosomes, with each gene split into blocks known as macronuclear-destined-sequences (MDSs), separated
by non-coding blocks. Moreover, these MDSs may be shuffled or even inverted. The transformation is aided by the
presence of a short sequence of nucleotides at the end of each MDS (called a pointer), that are exactly repeated at the
beginning of the MDS that should follow it in the macronuclear gene, much like a linked list! The last MDS (in the
orthodox order) has an ending marker, while the first MDS (in the orthodox order) has a beginning marker.
We refer for the general intramolecular model to [6]. The model consists of three molecular operations ld, hi and
dlad, that can be formalized on several levels of abstraction. This model allows for a given gene pattern to have
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assembly strategies that vary both in length, and in the types of operations used. We prove in this paper that this is
in direct contrast to a simple model for gene assembly, in which the sequences manipulated by each operation are
minimal, see [11]. We prove in Theorem 3, for a given gene pattern, all assembly strategies using simple operations
have the same assembly length and the same complexity, where complexity counts the number of times each operation
type is used. We also consider simple operations applied in parallel. We prove in Theorem 4 that for any n ≥ 1, there
exists a pattern having maximally parallel assemblies of length k, for any n ≤ k ≤ 2n.
The reason why the simple model is interesting from a biological point of view is that it manages to predict the
assembly of all currently known ciliate gene sequences [4] based on local (and thus, more credible) interactions,
while being theoretically non-universal, see [14]. The result in Theorem 3 shows one more attractive feature of the
simple model: the complexity of all simple assemblies of a gene is the same. As such, if the ciliates were using the
simple model, they would not need to seek a most favorable assembly strategy, at least from the point of view of our
complexity measure. The result in Theorem 4 on the other hand is interesting from a combinatorial point of view.
For an arbitrary n, we exhibit a string that has maximal parallel assemblies of any length between n and 2n. This
is in contrast with the fact that the sequential simple assemblies all have the same length, as shown in Theorem 3.
Theorem 4 does not have, in our view, biological implications, because our notion of parallelism is not defined based
on biological considerations, but rather on combinatorial ones.
2. Notations
For a finite alphabet A = {a1, . . . , an}, we denote by A∗ the free monoid generated by A and call any element of
A∗ a word. For any v ∈ A∗, we denote dom(v) = {a ∈ A | a occurs in v}. Let A = {a1, . . . , an}, where A ∩ A = ∅.
We denote Az = (A ∪ A)∗. For any u ∈ Az, u = x1 . . . xk , with xi ∈ A ∪ A, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we denote
‖u‖ = ‖x1‖ . . . ‖xk‖, where ‖a‖ = ‖a‖ = a, for all a ∈ A. We also denote u = xk . . . x1, where a = a, for all a ∈ A.
For two alphabets A, B, a mapping f : Az → Bz is called a morphism if f (uv) = f (u) f (v) and f (u) = f (u). We
say that f is letter-to-letter if f (A) ⊆ B.
3. Gene assembly on legal strings
Assembling a gene using the intramolecular model is a process of matching identical pairs of pointers by folding
the DNA strand, and the homologous recombination of MDSs to form larger composite MDS. The end result is a
single composite MDS, containing all of the micronuclear MDSs in the correct order, bounded by a beginning marker
and an end marker. Since the pointers are used in directing the assembly, we may abstract each MDS as the pair of
pointers/markers at either end. Once a pointer has been recombined with its identical pair, it also has no more bearing
on the assembly, and thus composite MDSs may also be represented by a single pair of pointers.
Simple operations have been shown to be confluent, using signed permutations in [14]. However, in the model
based on signed permutations, it is implicitly assumed that all ld operations will be applied as soon as they become
applicable; they are not explicitly modeled. Since we are interested in this paper in discussing complexity measures
in terms of the number of operations applied in various strategies, we will use instead the string-based formalization
of [3].
To formally represent genes as a sequence of pointers, we may use legal strings as set out in [5]. This allows
describing a general model for gene assembly, without loss of necessary information. However, it was shown in [3]
that a slight extension of this model was needed to represent simple gene assembly. This latter framework is the one
we will use in the rest of our discussion.
To represent legal strings we need the set of pointers, ∆k = {2, 3, . . . , k} and the set of markers M = {b, e}. Let
Σk = ∆k ∪ M . Without risk of confusion, we will often omit the subscript k and simply write Σ instead of Σk . We
say that a string u over Σzk is legal if for any a ∈ ∆k , u contains either 0, or 2 occurrences from the set {a, a} and
moreover, u contains exactly one occurrence from the set {b, b} and one occurrence from the set {e, e}. Occasionally
we also call a legal string a gene pattern. Two legal strings, u and v over alphabets A and B, respectively, A, B ⊆ Σk ,
are said to have the same structure, denoted by u ≡ v, if there is an injective, letter-to-letter morphism f : Σzk → Σzk ,
with f (b) = b and f (e) = e, such that f (u) = v.
Let a ∈ Σ ∪ Σ and let u ∈ Σz be a legal string. If u contains both substrings a and a then a is positive in u;
otherwise, a is negative in u.
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Let u = a1a2 . . . an ∈ Σz be a legal string over Σ , where ai ∈ Σ ∪Σ for each i . For each letter a ∈ dom(u), there
are indices i and j with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n such that ‖ai‖ = a = ‖a j‖, excepting of course the two markers present.
The substring u(a) = aiai+1 . . . a j is the a-interval of u. Two different letters a, b ∈ Σ are said to overlap in u if the
a-interval and the b-interval of u overlap: if u(a) = ai1 . . . a j1 and u(b) = ai2 . . . a j2 , then either i1 < i2 < j1 < j2 or
i2 < i1 < j2 < j1. The process of assembling a gene on legal strings becomes the process of removing pointers, until
only the two markers remain. A string is considered sorted once all pointers are removed. Formally, we say that u is
sorted if u ∈ {be, eb, eb, be}. We say that u is linear if u = be or u = eb and we say otherwise that u is circular.
Let us now formalize the general molecular operations ld, hi and dlad. Each of the rules below is a function that
maps legal strings to legal strings.
Definition 1. The general operations ld, hi and dlad may be formalized as follows. In each case p, q ∈ ∆k and
u1, u2, u3, u4, u5 ∈ Σz.
(i) The string negative rule snrp, for p ∈ ∆k , is defined as follows:
snr(u1 ppu2) = u1u2, snr(pu3 p) = u3,
where u3 contains only markers (boundary case). We denote Snr = {snrp | p ∈ ∆k, k ≥ 2}.
(ii) The string positive rule sprp, for p ∈ ∆k , is defined as follows:
sprp(u1 pu2 pu3) = u1u2u3.
We denote Spr = {sprp | p ∈ ∆k, k ≥ 2}.
(iii) The string double rule sdrp,q is defined as follows:
sdrp,q(u1 pu2qu3 pu4qu5) = u1u4u3u2u5.
We denote Sdr = {sdrp,q | p, q ∈ ∆k, k ≥ 2}.
Intuitively, a simple operation is a restriction of the corresponding general operation, where the substring removed,
inverted, or translocated by each operation is minimal in the sense defined below. Note that there is no need to redefine
the string negative rule, as the substring pp it removes is minimal.
Definition 2. The simple string pointer reduction system is formalized as follows. In each case p, q ∈ ∆k and
u1, u2, u3 ∈ Σz.
(i) The simple string positive rule ssprp for a pointer p is defined as follows:
ssprp(u1 pu2 pu3) = u1u2u3,
where |u2| = 1. We denote Sspr = {ssprp | p ∈ ∆k, k ≥ 2}.
(ii) The simple string double rule ssdrp,q for pointers p and q is defined as follows:
ssdrp,q(u1 pqu2 pqu3) = u1u2u3.
We denote Ssdr = {ssdrp,q | p, q ∈ ∆k, k ≥ 2}.
The following theorem was established in [3] (originally in [14] for signed permutations), and is needed for the
rest of our discussion.
Theorem 1. Let u be a legal string over Σn and φ,ψ ∈ Snr ∪ Sspr ∪ Ssdr be two operations applicable to u. Then
either φ ◦ ψ(u) = ψ ◦ φ(u), or ψ(u) ≡ φ(u).
4. Sequential simple operations
The discussion in [14] considered mostly whether a particular sequence of pointers is sortable. This is important
when determining the feasibility of the model, but we have not yet considered many characteristics of the gene
assembly process when using simple operations. One aspect of particular interest is the number and type of the actual
operations used in an assembly, and whether it is possible to somehow optimise the number of operations used.
To compare two assembly strategies we need to be able to measure the number of operations used, we shall call this
the sequential assembly length. Moreover, as the operations are quite different, we may also keep track of the number
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of times each operation was used in the assembly, giving us a measure of the complexity of an assembly strategy,
see [10] for a detailed discussion.
Compare first the sequential assembly lengths between assemblies in the general model and in the simple model.
We show that, while the general model allows for assemblies of different lengths for a given string, in the simple
model all assemblies of a given string have the same length. We prove in the second part of this section that the same
holds true when one replaces the length of the assembly with the complexity of the assembly as described above.
Example 1. Let u = 542b3256346e be a legal string. The following two assembly strategies of u differ both in the
number, and in the type of operations used: sdr2,4 ◦ sdr3,6 ◦ spr5(u) = be, spr5 ◦ spr6 ◦ spr2 ◦ spr4 ◦ spr3(u) = be.
It was shown in [3] ([14] for signed permutations) that when there are two simple operations applicable there
are two possibilities: both operations can be applied in either order, arriving at the same result; or that applying either
operation will give a string with the same structure, thus making them equivalent. From this we can infer the following.
Theorem 2. Let u be a legal string over Σn and φ,ψ be two simple assembly strategies for u. Then φ and ψ have the
same sequential assembly length.
Proof. Assume that the claim of the theorem is not true and consider a legal string u of minimal length such that
φ = φk ◦· · ·◦φ1 and ψ = ψl ◦· · ·◦ψ1 are both assembly strategies for u such that k < l, φi , ψ j ∈ Snr∪Sspr∪Ssdr,
1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ l.
It follows from Theorem 1 that either φ1(u) ≡ ψ1(u), or φ1 ◦ ψ1(u) = ψ1 ◦ φ1(u). In the former case φ1(u) is
a smaller counterexample than u contradicting the minimality of u. In the latter case note that due to the minimality
of u, it follows that all assemblies of φ1(u) have length k − 1, while all assemblies of ψ1(u) have length l − 1.
Thus, all assemblies of ψ1 ◦ φ1(u) have length k − 2, while all assemblies of φ1 ◦ ψ1(u) have length l − 2. Since
φ1 ◦ ψ1(u) = ψ1 ◦ φ1(u), it follows that k = l, a contradiction. 
Various measures of complexity for gene assembly have been considered in [10]. One of these recorded the
total number operations applied in an assembly strategy: our sequential assembly length. This was then extended
by applying weights for each type of operation to determine the “effort” required. Let us now define a measure of
complexity, similar to the former, with the addition that each type of operation is recorded separately.
Definition 3. Let u be a legal string and φ an assembly strategy for u. The complexity of an assembly strategy, C(φ),
is measured as a triple-number, (a, b, c), where a indicates the number of snr operations, b indicates the number of
spr (sspr in the simple model) operations, and c indicates the number of sdr (ssdr in the simple model) operations
in φ.
Example 2. Consider the actin I gene from Sterkiella nova, with the following legal string u = 34456756789e32b289.
The general model allows for assembly strategies with different sequential assembly lengths and complexity, as seen
below:
φ1(u) = spr2 ◦ snr6 ◦ sdr5,7 ◦ spr9 ◦ spr8 ◦ spr3 ◦ snr4(u) = eb, C(φ1) = (2, 4, 1),
φ2(u) = spr3 ◦ spr2 ◦ snr7 ◦ sdr5,6 ◦ sdr8,9 ◦ snr4(u) = eb, C(φ2) = (2, 2, 2).
Theorem 3. Let u be a legal string over Σn and φ,ψ be two simple assembly strategies for u. Then C(φ) = C(ψ).
Proof. Let φ = (a, b, c) and ψ = (a′, b′, c′). It follows from a result of [2] that a = a′. Thus, it follows from
Theorem 2 that b + c = b′ + c′. Also, since an sh operation removes one pointer and an sd operation removes two
pointers, it follows that b + 2c = b′ + 2c′. Consequently, b = b′ and c = c′. 
This result removes the need for us to consider any optimality between different simple assembly strategies, as
each operation will be applied the same number of times in all strategies, with only the order of the operations varying
between them. Note also that this applies only to the simple model, and does not hold for the general model.
Example 3. Let u = 23457656b234788e represent a micronuclear gene. The following are some of the sorting
strategies applicable to this legal string. Note that the strategies may differ not only in the order of the operations, but
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also on the pointers they are applied on:
φ1(u) = snr8 ◦ ssdr4,7 ◦ sspr5 ◦ ssdr2,3 ◦ sspr6(u) = be,
φ2(u) = ssdr4,7 ◦ snr8 ◦ sspr5 ◦ sspr6 ◦ ssdr2,3(u) = be,
φ3(u) = ssdr2,7 ◦ snr8 ◦ sspr5 ◦ sspr6 ◦ ssdr3,4(u) = be.
Note that C(φ1) = C(φ2) = C(φ3) = (1, 2, 2).
5. Parallel simple operations
So far we have considered gene assembly as a sequence of string operations, applied one after the other. Most
biomolecular processes occur on a massively parallel scale. The same could also occur in ciliates, with genes being
folded at many locations simultaneously to speed up the creation of macronuclear genes. This gives a motivation to
consider the simple model in terms of parallel operations.
For a detailed description of parallel operations for the general model we refer to [9]. In it, parallel operations are
defined in terms of strings and overlap graphs, and much of our definitions have also been adapted from this source.
Intuitively, operations may be applied on a legal string in a single parallel step, if each of the operations is independent
of one another. In other words, a set of operations may be applied in parallel if and only if they can be (sequentially)
applied to that pattern in any order — this is consistent with how concurrency and parallelism are usually defined in
Computer Science.
To describe operations applied in parallel we will use { } to denote a single parallel step. Each operation within the
braces is considered to be applied simultaneously (no order involved).
Example 4. Let ω = {snr2, ssdr3,5} ◦ {sspr4, ssdr6,7} describe a parallel assembly strategy, in which sspr4 and
ssdr6,7 are applied in the first step, and snr2 and ssdr3,5 are applied in the following step.
We define now the notion of parallelism in simple gene assembly, formalized here for signed legal strings. We
begin by giving a general definition of the conditions necessary to be able to apply two operations in parallel. The
same definition was used for the general operations in [9].
Definition 4. Let S ⊂ Snr ∪ Sspr ∪ Ssdr be a set of k rules and let u be any legal string. We say that the rules in S
can be applied in parallel to u if for any ordering φ1, φ2, . . . , φk of S, the composition φk ◦ · · · ◦ φ1 is applicable to u.
Note that the definition of parallelism only presumes that the rules are applicable in any order. This is enough to
ensure that the result is always the same regardless of the order in which they are applied, see [9].
We develop a method for deciding which operations can be applied in parallel. Consider first the case of two rules:
given two reduction rules and a legal string u, decide if those operations may be applied in parallel to u. To this
aim, we can use the results already established in Theorem 1, showing the ‘determinism’ of simple operations: for
φ,ψ ∈ Snr ∪ Sspr ∪ Ssdr applicable to a legal string u ∈ Σz, either ψ ◦ φ(u) = φ ◦ ψ(u) or φ(u) ≡ ψ(u). In
the former case it is clear that they may be applied in parallel. In the latter case only one of φ and ψ may be applied.
However, only two cases require this:
(i) φ = ssprp, ψ = ssprq and p, q overlap each other. In this case, u = u1 pq pqu2 and so, φ(u) = u1qqu2 and
ψ(u) = u1 ppu2. Note that in this case φ(u) ≡ ψ(u).
(ii) φ = ssdrp,q , ψ = ssdrq,r , for some pointers p, q, r . In this case, u = u1 pqru2 pqru3 and so, φ(u) = u1ru2ru3
and ψ(u) = u1 pu2 pu3. Note that in this case φ(u) ≡ ψ(u).
For the following we will consider a maximal parallel assembly strategy to apply all possible operations in a single
parallel step. The complexity of all such strategies in terms of the number of operations of each type used in the
strategy must be the same, as the same operations could be applied sequentially. Surprisingly, it turns out that the
length of parallel assemblies, measured in terms of the number of parallel steps in the assembly, can vary greatly
for a given string. Consider the string u = u1 pqrsu2 pqrsu3, where u1, u2, u3 ∈ Σz. Here we have three different
ssdr operations which are applicable to u, ssdrp,q , ssdrq,r and ssdrr,s . The operations ssdrp,q and ssdrq,r have a
common pointer in q , and the operations ssdrq,r and ssdrr,s share a common pointer in r . Note that operations which
share a common pointer cannot be applied in the same parallel assembly step. This gives us the following parallel
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assembly strategies, which would remove all the pointers in the set {p, q, r, s}: {ssdrp,q , ssdrr,s}(u) = u1u2u3,
{ssdrp,s} ◦ {ssdrq,r }(u) = u1u2u3. Here we see that depending on which operations we choose to apply in the first
parallel step, we can get a parallel assembly which requires either one, or two steps.
The following example shows a legal string with parallel assemblies of length two, three and four, obtained by
iterating the idea above.
Example 5. Consider u = b 2 7 8 13 e 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 9 10 11 12. Below are three different maximal
parallel assembly strategies for u.
{ssdr2,7, ssdr8,13} ◦ {ssdr3,4, ssdr5,6, ssdr9,10, ssdr11,12}(u) = be,
{ssdr8,13} ◦ {ssdr2,7, ssdr9,12} ◦ {ssdr3,4, ssdr5,6, ssdr10,11}(u) = be,
{ssdr2,13} ◦ {ssdr7,8} ◦ {ssdr3,6, ssdr9,12} ◦ {ssdr4,5, ssdr10,11}(u) = be.
Thus, while the linear assembly length is constant in the simple model for a given string, the same does not
hold when applying operations in parallel. The result may be formalized in the following theorem, showing that the
variation for a well-chosen string can be made arbitrarily large.
Theorem 4. For any n ≥ 1, there exists a legal string un such that un has a maximal parallel assembly of length k,
for any n ≤ k ≤ 2n.
Proof. Let (ln)n≥1 be the sequence of integers defined recursively as ln = 2ln−1+6, with l1 = 10. Then ln = 2n+3−6,
for any n ≥ 1.
Let n ≥ 1. We will build a family of strings ui, jn of length ln , for arbitrary i, j , such that ui, jn can be sorted to i j
with maximal parallel assemblies of any length between n and 2n. The theorem follows then by considering ub,en .
For n = 1 and arbitrary i, j , consider ui, j1 = i x1x2x3x4 j x1x2x3x4, where {x1, x2, x3, x4} are new letters, in
particular distinct from i, j . As observed above, this string has maximal parallel assemblies of lengths one and two.
For n = 2 and arbitrary i, j , consider ui, j2 = iy1y2y3y4 ju y1,y21 u y3,y41 , for some new arbitrary letters y1, y2, y3, y4.
It is crucial to stress here that the letters used in constructing u y1,y21 and u
y3,y4
1 are also new. Note now that the only




1 , until at least one of them (possibly both in the
same step) becomes sorted. Thus, we may sort u y1,y21 to y1y2 and u
y3,y4
1 to y3y4 in parallel with similar strategies,
either in one, or in two steps. The resulting string is ui, j1 and thus can be sorted to i j with either one, or two further
steps. Thus, ui, j2 can be sorted to i j with maximal parallel assemblies of any length between two and four.
For arbitrary n ≥ 1, consider ui, jn = i z1z2z3z4 juz1,z2n−1 uz3,z4n−1 , for some new arbitrary letters z1, z2, z3, z4. By the
induction hypothesis, strings uz1,z2n−1 and u
z3,z4
n−1 may be sorted with parallel assemblies of any length between n− 1 and
2(n − 1). Since the two strings are isomorphic, we will apply similar strategies to both of them so that they get sorted
in the same step, with strategies of arbitrary length between n−1 and 2(n−1). The resulting string is then ui, j1 which
can be sorted by one or two further maximal parallel steps. Consequently, ui, jn has maximal parallel assemblies of any
length between n and 2n. 
6. Open problems
It is shown in [14] that it is possible to decide whether or not a permutation is sortable simply by applying available
operations one after the other until the permutation is blocked or sorted. This gives us a quadratic method for taking a
decision. Our first open problem proposes that there exists a linear method for deciding the sortability of a permutation,
alternately proof may be developed showing that quadratic is the best possible method for deciding sortability.
It has been shown previously that not all permutations may be sorted using the simple operations. This differs from
the general model which has been shown to be universal. Thus, the most interesting of the open problems is finding
how many permutations of length n are sortable. Towards a solution, consider the total number of permutations
of length n. Each letter may appear in any position, and each letter may be signed or unsigned, giving us n! ∗ 2n
permutations to consider. There are currently no known characteristics which would indicate whether a permutation
is sortable or not, thus the only method for deciding is to attempt to assemble the gene.
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